MasterMind Matrix Chart: Unlocking the Hidden Patterns of Your Mind

"Unless you change who you are, you will always have what you’ve always had, and nothing more."
Questions
Personal Evaluations

Determines
- Intelligence
- Happiness
- Opportunities
- Creativity
- Internal Resources
- Thoughts

Alters
- Life Quality
- Success
- Potential
- Ability
- Solve
- Problems

Transformation

Develop
- Empowering Questions
- Patterns
- Insight
- Creativity

Habitual Questioning
- Identify
- Asking

Excuses
- Why?
- Overwhelmed

What should I do about it? ?
What does this mean? ?

What caused this problem? ?
How do I know it's a problem? ?
What would I like to change? ?
When will I stop it from being a limitation? ?
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